DNA vaccines: an active immunization strategy for prostate cancer.
Immunotherapy is currently being investigated as a treatment for patients with asymptomatic, recurrent prostate cancer manifested only by a rising prostate-specific antigen (PSA) level. Several different approaches to active immunization against antigens found on cancer cells have been explored. Immunization with DNA overcomes many of the obstacles noted in previous studies. Injection of plasmid DNA encoding a xenogeneic differentiation antigen (prostate-specific membrane antigen [PSMA]) is a potent means to induce antibody and T-cell responses to these otherwise poorly immunogenic self proteins. Use of the xenogeneic DNA (ie, human PSMA DNA injected into mouse) has been shown to be an absolute requirement to overcome immunologic tolerance. We are currently conducting a phase I trial of human and mouse PSMA DNA vaccines in patients with recurrent prostate cancer, based on preclinical experiments described below.